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Polycorp is a specialist in polymer products for the
transportation, industrial and mining sectors: for
two successive years selected as one of Canada’s
Best Managed Companies, it is growing fast and
focused on international expansion
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t was in 1988 that BF Goodrich, the
company that first discovered how to
bond rubber to steel, decided to divest
the industrial businesses it had accrued
and focus on its aerospace assets. The
US rubber lining business was sold to RJF
International Corporation, while its Canadian
operations to Epton Industries Incorporated.
In 1996, Peter Snucins purchased the assets
and intellectual property of Epton Industries
and created Polycorp Ltd in Elora, Ontario.
On August 26, 2002 Polycorp purchased
Polymeric Protective Linings, the RJF
International business, establishing Polycorp
as the largest manufacturer of rubber
linings in North America, and heir to an
accumulation of unrivalled know-how in the
field of polymers going back nearly 90 years.
There are many industrial applications
for rubber. Polycorp made an early decision
to focus its R&D investment and marketing
on just three strategic areas: Transportation,
Protective Linings and Mining. “One of the
things that makes our company unique is
that we have these three divisions,” says
Vice-President and General Manager Andrew
Haber. What is common to each division is the
design and use of rubber to protect against
corrosion, wear, impact, noise and vibration.
The three divisions, all serving growing
markets, are roughly the same size when it
comes to sales turnover. The key strategy in
each sector is to position Polycorp strongly
with its customers in North America, then
expand into markets around the world
where similar technologies and issues are
encountered. The policy has been a success
as evidenced by its sales growth – from $66
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Congratulations to Polycorp’s success.
AirBoss is proud to be a supplier to this world class company.

million in 2012 to an expected
Airboss
$75 million this year. “The
AirBoss develops, manufactures and sells high quality,
target is to hit $100 million
rubber compounds. We also engineer and mould specialty
by 2015,” says Haber, “and
rubber-based products for the transportation, defense
this will be largely achieved
and industrial markets as well as for our own proprietary
through export growth.”
designs of military protective wear.
Transportation does not
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annually to a diverse group of rubber manufacturers,
adequately describe what the
AirBoss is one of North America’s largest custom
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compounding companies. Our shares trade on the TSX
though it was this market
under the symbol BOS.
that prompted Polycorp’s
Our formula for delivering what our clients demand—
owner, President and CEO
products that offer enhanced productivity and
Peter Snucins to purchase the
performance—is built on three pillars: Consistent Quality,
company in the first place.
Cost Efficiency and Dependability.
www.airbossofamerica.com
Polycorp’s Epflex Railseal
Interface is designed to
match the contours of the
rail at freight railroad level grade crossings.
Epflex Railseal Interface is an extruded
virgin rubber profile designed to absorb the
destructive energy from both rail deflection
and vehicular traffic thereby extending
the crossing life and significantly cutting
maintenance costs. “Polycorp guarantees
Epflex Railseal Interface to be reusable for
at least two grade crossing rehabilitations.
This translates to a lower cost per year in
crossing maintenance when amortized over

“Liner
replacement
is a critical part
of the entire
mine operation”

Mining press
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Mining hand lining

the products life,” Haber says.
In recent years, the Transportation division
has developed a Track Encapsulation System
for urban transit systems. “We looked at
the expanding market in light rail transit
systems, street cars and tramways being
installed across North America in cities such
as Toronto Ontario, Salt Lake City Utah
and Houston Texas,” says Haber. A rubber
system provides several benefits in these
applications. Noise and vibration reduction
is very important in urban areas of course,
but these systems also call for the electrical
isolation of the whole rail, since what is called
‘stray current corrosion’ can damage pipes
and other underground structures in the
vicinity. With many North American cities
installing or extending transit networks, this
is a growing market segment for Polycorp.
These projects do not happen overnight and
there is always a long commissioning and
engineering design stage to go through.
To develop the international market,
Polycorp is working with engineering design
firms such as Alstom, transferring North
American designs and technology to other
geographic regions.
The Protective Linings division is where
Polycorp’s chemistry expertise comes in
strongest. It has a huge portfolio of over

Mining press line post curing

80 lining formulations and decades of
proven performance in their application in
industrial situations that call for protection
of tanks, pipes and equipment from corrosive
or abrasive environments. The material is
supplied uncured, applied and then cured in
situ to form a continuous protective rubber
membrane. In many cases the lining can last
over ten years, dramatically increasing asset
life for customers. “An engineer can expect to
specify these materials only a couple of times
in their career. Mitigating the risk associated

with hazardous materials is a key factor in
their decision making process,” Haber says.
Polycorp chemists are constantly working
with customers to develop new formulations
to suit whatever aggressive chemicals they
may need to handle.
Mining, the third division, is particularly
buoyant at this time. In this market, Polycorp
is a leader in designing and manufacturing
grinding mill liners. Ball mills, semiautonomous grinding and autonomous
grinding mills require a replaceable liner

“Polycorp chemists are constantly
working with customers to develop new
formulations to suit whatever aggressive
chemicals they may need to handle”
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systems to protect the mill
shell and to enhance the
ETSM has formed a long standing relationship with
movement of the ore slurry
Polycorp by specializing in CWB custom welding services.
for optimum throughput and
In addition, we pride ourselves on being master machine
grinding performance. Mill
builders. We specialize in the custom design and
liner replacement is a critical
manufacture of coil winding equipment for the electrical
part of the entire mining
transformer and power distribution industries, and also
have the expertise to build custom machinery for the metal
operation. If the mill stops,
forming industry.
the whole process stops. It
www.etsm.com
is critical that the mill liners
achieve the required service
life. “Preventive maintenance schedules
depend on replacement on a regular basis.
If you are off by a week they have to do
an unplanned shutdown – and this can
have huge financial consequences,” Haber
points out. Mill liners can be designed to
last anywhere between three months for
aggressive applications in large SAG mills, to
a couple of years in smaller ball mills.
There are three types of mill liners, Haber
explains, all steel, all rubber and rubber/steel
combinations where the rubber is moulded
to a steel insert providing protection at the
leading edge. Manufacture of these parts is
highly customised, with each mill having
its own specification and design. Over the
last four years Polycorp has focused its R&D
toward the advanced design and engineering
of these parts, working with Dr R Rajamani

ETSM
ETSM specialises in the custom design and manufacture
of Coil Winding Equipment & Metal Fabrication Services

We offer a diverse range of technical services to include:
• Custom machine design • Machining • Welding • Automation and process control
• Millwrighting • Sheet metal fabrication • Prototypes • Small Production Runs
Telephone: 519-827-1500 | Email: sales@etsm.com | www.etsm.com
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at the University of Utah who has developed
computer models that simulate the flow of ore
slurry through grinding mills. This virtual
prototyping approach allows for evaluating
different ways mill managers and engineers
can run the mill and find what design gives
the best efficiency and the longest life to
different parts. “Our approach to mining has
become more design intensive as opposed to a
materials approach. The right formula is one

essential ingredient. Mill liner design is just
as important in getting performance right.”
Mining looks to represent the largest
market potential for Polycorp, with geographic
expansion opportunities leading the way.
“We are targeting regions under serviced by
our competitors. Currently we are pursuing
opportunities in Kazakhstan, Mongolia
and in emerging resource-driven African
countries like Ghana, Mali and Ivory Coast,”

“Our approach to mining has become
more design intensive as opposed
to a materials approach. The right
formula is one essential ingredient”
Mining press
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says Haber. In these markets, developing
local agents with a good understanding of
the mine operations is a key.
Manufacturing, engineering, customer
service, sales & marketing and product
development for each of the divisions is located
at the Elora Ontario plant, a lean operation
employing just over 150 multi-skilled people.
The company has been investing to grow
its manufacturing capacity. In 2012 a third
calender line for manufacturing Protective
Lining products was launched. Currently a
very large multi-daylight press and automated
handling systems for manufacturing
mining products is in the process of being
installed. These investments will ensure that
Polycorp has the capability to support its
$100 million vision.

Last year, the management team
was honoured with being raised to the
pantheon of Canada’s 50 Best Managed
Companies sponsored by Deloitte, CIBC,
National Post and Ontario’s Queens
School of Business. Re-election as one of
Canada’s Best Managed Companies this
year, underlines the through-and through
excellence of the business. “It provides our
customers with independent validation
of the soundness of our business strategy
and commitment to the industries we
serve” says Andrew Haber.
For more information about
Polycorp Ltd visit:
www.poly-corp.com
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